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Forward

Dreams, balloons, panthers, magic, fear, watermelons, fishing, cobras,
poems describing the end of the world, poems describing the creation of the
first child's voice-- this anthology is characterized by a richness of
variety.

These poems offer both insight and surprise, whether describing

an imaginary place, as Julie Mackey does in "The Place Beyond My Closet
Door": "Flowers dressed in pink gowns/ And lace cobwebs/ That blue spiders
had sewn" or revealing an observation about this world, as Amy Willmon does
in "Horses in the Rain":
The main thing
is that horses do a lot of things in the rain.
They run for the barn.
They dash for their oats.
They trot with their glossy wet coats.
The Arkansas Poetry in the Schools Program enthusiastically presents this
anthology.
We are indebted to the teachers and administrators of the seventy-nine
schools we visited for introducing us to their students and making us welcome
in their schools.

We are grateful to the Arkansas Arts Council; Dr. Don

Ousterhout, Director of Research and Sponsored Programs, and his assistant,
Dr. John

S~okes;

Mr. David Paul of Research Accounting; and Dr. Kinnamon and

the secretarial staff of the English Department.
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Acorn High School

Poem
Cracker in a wooden barrel
And cheese in another, the barrels
Vary in size and shape, especially
In the factory where they are
Nailed together with finishing nails
Running in the snow against the wind,
Yonder falls another Christmas tree.
Every year hundreds are cut.
-Cavin Rye

Poem
Balloons are like
Eggs they are
Very distinct in their character
On every occasion they
Nod to the floor
And they end up with
Line fractures
In their heads
Love them as they are
Even though they will never be able to have
Sex
-Bevona Liles

Poem
Hay bales falling from the door
Of the loft
Ropes hanging from the wall
Sweat smell of saddle soap
Easing through the stalls
-Wes Falls
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Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind
Journey
The baby's rattle is soft and cool.
In the pouring rain
your face is smooth as corn silk,
but the peeled bark of the tree is dying away.
To the peak of this mountain
is a hard climb.
The baby's rattle
like broken pottery,
is hard, rough, and very very old.
I have gone through years
of rain, and the corn silk is falling away.
I know that somewhere
there are strange, undiscovered flowers
and a glob of slime floating on the ocean.
It's awful.
Chains rattle
as the sand moves through the sieve.
-Barbara Cooper

Storm
The edges of the sky are wide, and very sharp.
What I feel
is round and thin and dark.
The clouds break open like bread, or a big pillow.
Stars shoot lightning.
They sound like coral.
And this -which is like beads or beans
falling out of a bottle
is the sharp sting of a storm.
Against the ground
the twisted ropes of the sky snap and crack.
-Benjamin Isa
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Arkansas School for the Blind
Monkeys
I am a monkey and I like to climb trees. I like to eat
bananas. I do not like being in a cage where I'll
go crazy. When I'm in the jungle I'm free. I see all my friends and
hear when danger is around. I feel the breezes when the
wind blows. But remember that I can be dangerous when I want to be.
-Anehea Ganett

Eagle
I am a little eagle.
I smell the fresh air
in the pretty sky.
I fly so high.
I see all my friends
from way in the sky.
They look so small
I need a good eye.
-Dawn Smith

Going to the Dark
I came to the dark
I tasted an onion leaf,
but I got back in my boat.
It began to storm
so I was afraid.
My boat almost tipped over.
I blew overboard.
I crashed into the water,
so did my boat.
I made it. but my boat did not.
-Chad Hendrick
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Ashdown High School
How to get People to Like You
See a little boy eating candy,
Chase him down, steal it and eat it .
Catch a nice, sweet girl walking,
Pick her up and throw her in the nearest mud puddle.
Watch a lady at a restaurant,
Wait till she goes to the salad bar .
Take her hand and stick it
in the salad dressing.
Call your neighbor and tell him
that you baked him a pie, and meet
me half-way.
Meet him half-way, throw it in his
face and run.
Then send a lovely, young lady roses .

Increase the Fun in Life
Everyone you see-think of them bald
When someone looks-make a face
-Anon

-Glen Ray Bowman
How To Bake A Cake
First you rob the nearest bank in order to
buy the rich ingredients
Then you hop to the hardware store to
buy the hard tack
Selecting the sour ingredients
is a troublesome lot
you have to pick among all the dirt
rocks, and concrete .
Rushing to the checkout ditch you trip
and fall,
Your prizes melt and turn blue,
you slowly lick them up and
then slide home.
When you return home, eager for your task
quickly grab a rake and mix the ingredients.
-Rolin Flanrey
How to Make Enemies
Act stuck up
don't speak to anyone
wear something that no one else has.
don't let anything get you down.
only think of yourself .
walk around with your head
in the sky.
Hang around with yourself.
Use sign language .
-Tammie Hogan
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Atkins High School
Poem
I am
that
I am
that
I am
that
I am
that

the teardrop of a little child
cries so hard.
the wing of a bug
can not fly.
the drop of rain
falls from the sky.
the drop of ink
forms no line.
-Brenda Stokes
Poem
I remember the fish that I caught
at my pond. It was as big
as my leg; it had whiskers
like an old cat. It felt like
he was as heavy as boat weight.
And it felt like it took me
about all day
to get him because the sky was blue
and red with colors.
And when I got him in
his tail jumped around like a bird's wing.
His skin looked like muddy water
and it felt like oil.
-Jason Miller

My School Day Fear
As I trudge down the gravel road,
to my bus stop for my first day of school,
I realize the fear I feel
is the curved lines on my teacher's face:
I am scared to go, afraid to leave my home,
when I reach the school it looks like a yellow dragon
ready to devour my thin, fragile body;
the other children, some are crying like the rain
beads on the window panes.
Later in the day as I go home,
I think back on this meaningful event
and how much starlight it had brought me.
-Angela Freeman
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Barton High School

Poem
A mountain on the horizon with snow in the shades
Printed brown boulders leap from the sides
A rippling, clear-blue stream twists down and goes by
A bald eagle leaps from the tall brown grass
Rising quickly, then slowly against a red, burning sky.
As my mind wanders to think, from all sadness I am
unhooked.
-Petie Mallard

Barton Elementary
Magic
Mysterious, though outstanding
Actually your imagination
Going through thin air
In and out of walls
Coming and going all the time
-Tanuny Diehl
Poem
Eggs and baskets
Always looking through the grass
Stooping down to pick up an egg
Telling how many you found
Eating the pretty colored eggs
Running looking for the eggs
-Kenneth Lucas
Stars
Hat

Small as round ball
Twinkling in the dark
Appreciating every twinkle they have
Rising at night
Staying up til morning

Heads in them
Always on top
Tipping at a woman
-Cindy Johnston

-Stephanie Davis
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Benton County Alternative School
Sky
The sky reminds me
of a giant lake.
One moment the sky is
calm and the other it
is a raging ocean that
has turned black and ugly.
Then it's a lake again
that lets the sun bathe
and the birds swim.
-Sheila Melton
Vacation
It's a ghost that haunts your memory
it crowds your thoughts when you get
bored. People you promised to write
when you got home but didn't really
even expect to. The crowded car on
the way there is even more crowded
on the way home.
-Glenda B.
Mouse
The little gray mouse, dumbfounded, runs into
the wall. He squeaks and squeaks, runs
and walks. His little mind's doing
nothing. His beady, black eyes seeing
nothing but the eat's paw, coming in
for the kill. He squeaks and squeaks
and runs into the wall.
-Jeff R.
Ocean
The ocean in c storm is like a baby
in a bathtub. The waves high, the sound
of water splashing. The ocean waves hitting
me is like a sudden sand storm
coming up on you all at once.
-Michael Frazier
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Bismarck Junior High School

Zooommm
Zooommm went the yellow striped car
down the road, with a trail of black
smoke behind it, leaving everybody breathless.
-Darrell Hardage

Best Time
Is when I was playing football last
Friday and the whole side-line was
hollering my name and kill that
quarterback so I got all fired
up and I ran over number 79
and 44 and then I come upon number 11
the quarterback I hit him so hard
him moma felt it.
-Anon.

Watermelons and Matches
What would happen if we swapped watermelons
For matches, and matches for watermelons?
To start a fire, we would have to use watermelons.
Can you imagine carrying watermelons in your pocket
So you can light firecrackers on the 4th of July.
We would grow matches in the garden so we could
Eat them on hot afternoons.
We would slice the matches and put salt
On them to make them taste better .
What about a box of 250 kitchen watermelons.
Or a 50 pound match.
-Shan Hardage
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Bismarck Junior High School, cont.
The Creation of a Child's Voice
Long time ago a beautiful woman had
a child.
The child was quite lovely with blond
hair and big brown eyes.
A lovely child, but she couldn't
speak.
So the woman asked the Lord in
heaven to help her by letting the
child have a voice.
The Lord then took the sounds
of beautiful butterflies flying in the
wind,
The sound flowers made, running
water, trees and birds too. And
the laugh of a man and wife
and he combined them.
Making the child's voice full of
laughter.
-Julia Watkins
Kerpow
The crack of a 22 caliber rifle
Echoing through the woods
After finding its mark on a squirrel or rabbit
Or maybe a bolt of lightning
Knocking off a branch of the old oak tree
Outside my window
Or possibly the screen door
On my grandfathers house.
-Karl Harvey
My Shoes
My shoes are white with black stains
and also a navy blue stripe.
The tongue of my shoe is as brown
as the sand of the desert
and they feel of sharp rocks
The bottom of my shoe is
the tracks of a bulldozer
-Scott Hughes
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Blessed Sacrament Primary School , Jonesboro

Poem
G
E
C
K
0

enerally climbing walls
ating every bug it sees
reeping on its prey
eeping very calm
rdinarily receiving victory.
-Heath Garner

Poem
Fragrant, first of May
Lilacs
Orange roses sound like wind chimes
Watering them helps them grow
Easter lilies are purple and white
Ragweed is miniature daisies
Sunflowers are yellow and pretty
-4th grade group poem

The Old Smelly Statue
One day, while lots of people were walking in the park,
an old smelly statue looked as though it was going to
slap them on the face, creeping behind kids, throwing things at
them slowly, chopping every green tree down, tearing everything immediately,
breaking every stick or pencil it could find, deliberately trying to
scare them away, pulling every tall grass out of the ground, and fearlessly
trying to slap them in the face. Running at them and snorting,
doing it calmly and cruelly. And then, looked up at the blue sky.
-Nga Thi Hoang
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Blytheville High School

Poem
Last year He came to my house
He wanted some candy
He was dressed as a Clown with a big nose
He had the nerve to say, "TRICK OR TREAT"
"GET OUT of here Kid," I screamed.
I'll get him next year
This year He came back
He wanted more candy
He was dressed as a skeleton
You Know what He said?!? "TRICK OR TREAT"
"LISTEN KID YOU BETTER SCRAM NOW
OR I'LL TREAT YOU! ! " I said
I got him
Next year I ' ll get out of prison
I sure could use some candy
I hate this uniform
I got a visitor today
that kid said, "TRICK OR TREAT"
-Rita Sanders
Desire
Desire tastes like cool white grapes.
It feels like a child, with nothing
on Christmas morning, turned loose
in a toy store.
It smells like lasagna.
Desire looks like a glassy green-gray eye.
It sounds like a low, rumbling growl.
-Carol Iseldl
Cold
Cold is when you jump in your
truck on a cold, zero degrees morning, forget
you are wearing a skirt, and, that
your truck has vinyl seats.
-Dawn Wagner
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Bono Elementary

The Hunt
The white Bronco
raced off into the night
with a long green boat following
a silver truck like race cars.
When they stopped at the rim
of the quiet water, they
put the long boat in the water
it looked like a log
floating in the water. They
got in and drove off
to half hidden blind
sitting on the still quiet water.

The Coin
Once I saw a coin
lying on a beach like
the sun soaring in
the sky.
-Susan Henry

-Chad Davison
Fishing
The water gushed like
gold out of the river,
the silver coins I catch,
claws snatch at my golden rod
as the river flows. I now
see the golden sun go down
into the deep green valley
as I walk slowly homeward.
-Bryan Almond
Poem
Airplanes fly like birds
in the sky they ride
the wind as if they
had been locked in
a cage all their life
and had finally been set free .

A Dream

-Leigh Ann Wallace

I once had a dream that
I was inside a volleyball
I could see a little light
where you air it up
at the top
I felt the hot
rubber burning
I felt
the sweat come
out of me like it was raining
cats and dogs.
-Tony Willis
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Brookland High School
Flamingo
Fishing along the coast
Like a fisherman
And enjoying his work,
Missing out on the other joys,
Interfering with
No one else,
Going slowly
On and on

The Switch
Without any warning
It came to be
I woke up one morning
And I was not me

-Scott Jackson

I was not in my bed
I was underground
No humans I heard
It was dark all around
I ate a worm
For my hunger grew
Why this change took place
I never knew
The Penguin That Came To Dinner
I began digging
Maybe it doesn't sound normal,
And came out of a hole
For a penguin to come to dinner
And suddenly I knew
But at least he was dressed formal.
I was a mole.
He waddled in,
All short and fat,
-Stephanie Soroka
And at the head of the table
The penguin sat.
His manners were excellent
To say the least
As he sat down
To have a feast.
He ate and ate,
And to our surprise
The penguin burst
Poem
Before our eyes.
Daylight approaches, the sun appears
-Karen Carter
On the horizon. A
New day has begun
As I leave for school
Little raindrops collect as
Dew on my windshield
-Rodney Vaughn
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Burke St. Elementary, Ashdown
The Most Amazing Things I Have Never Seen
A man riding a fish
the sun talking down
A car weaving clothes
a bird going shopping
an elephant going waterskiing
-John Bowman
C.D. Franks Intermediate, Ashdown
Poem
Once when I dropped my glasses in a pot of skyblue
ink. When I found them
at first I started seeing pink
but as time changed by and by
I looked up and the
clouds changed blue like the sky
My glasses were a lovely blue
to the minute I
tried them on I really
knew
from now on
I wear them everywhere
I go
until I die or
as they say until the
end of my rainbow.
-La-Chandra Guillory
Poem

How to Eat an American Flag

I just thought I would drop
a few lines to say I am sorry
for what happened the other day
when you started
to jump into the ocean and
I let the water out and you
hit on the bottom of the cliff

You start with the stars
one after the other
after you eat forty-nine you won't
want to eat another
when you get to the stripes
start with the red and if
you don't eat them right
they'll make you fall dead
If you are lucky to get
to eat the white everyone
tomorrow will think that you're
out of sight.
Last but not least you come
to the blue
It's the most delicious part
you lucky dog you

-Charles Crow

-Jeff Hinton
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C.D. Franks Intermediate, cont.

I want my report card to read like this 1.
2.
3.
4.

For making the sun shine when
it rains. A
For making homeruns everytime you hit the
ball in softball. B
For going to the moon. A
For doing magic. A
-Angela Sisemore
I am a Pen
I feel my head being
pulled off and stuck
onto the end of my
feet. Then I'm being
pushed onto something
white with blue lines.
I feel a terrible pain
and the person using
me dots an I and
crosses a t.
I just thought you
ought to know how I
feel because after all
you might use one of
my relatives.
-Mary Wade

Poem
This is just to say
I have broken
your front window
which you were
saving to use
for a car window
Forgive me
it was so
tempting.
the shining
of the glass
in the bright
bright sun!
-Michelle Lewis
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Cabot High School

Untitled
The smell of bread comes
from grandmother's
oven
A balloon bursts from
an unseen force
Glands secrete
A child speaks its first
words.

Morning
It's morning, it's really morning
The cows are mooing the chickens are crowing
The pigs are playing wild, for they know
their death is coming.
The birds are whistling the sweet sounds
of morning.
-Anon.

A mouse is killed in a
trap.
Peanut butter is spread on
a piece of bread
The rain freezes and turns
into sleet

Untitled
I see myself sitting on the top
of Pike's Peak in the middle
of the night.
I see the stars shining
down upon a rigid mountain.
I see my boyfriend 15,000
miles away driving down
a slick highway.
I see the rain driving on his
front windshield.
I see the rainbow that lays
across the clear water, as
I see myself skiing behind
the many colors.
I see a deep emotion that
lies inside me.

An artist paints his last
stroke on his painting
A man falls in love.
-Tracy Johnson & Greg Morrison

-Lisa Patterson

Soldier's Cemetary
A cold, dark place where old ladies cry
memories are running wild.
Wars are still being fought by the widows
of people whose tombstone says you are
dead.
Rockets and bullets still flying by in the mind
of a person who was left behind.
-Rob Andrews
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Cabot Middle School

The Long Mile
It is dusk now.
The sun has gone
down behind the
fields of wheat.
The trees are dark
and forboding.
The crows fly over;
dark shapes in the
night. The grass is
small and brown.
The sun is gone.
I t is night
and the mile is
over.
-Jimmy Russell

Questioning Figure
I was walking along on the beach
and I looked down. There I saw
a whirlpool like the lollipop
in my hand like a snake curled up
in the bottom of the sea like the jet
that flew over me making a questioning figure .
like the tornado in Santa Monica
day before yesterday. The figure that ' s
questioning me .
- Jay Wiggins

Moonlight
The moonlight glitters on the water and
as you run the moonlight runs with
you escaping into the night.
-Brad Johnson
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Central Middle School, Lake Village

Dear ---------Written in ink a kiss if you love
me. Answer this. Please tell
the way the thing I do. All the
dudes I ever met aren't you.
You I can't forget.
-Wanda Sykes

Who Are You
You're like a school bell always on time
Now very much I wish you were mine
Your teeth are like dirt covering a dime
No matter what happens they will always shine
Your love for me is like a tree
It grows so tall and never falls
Your eyes are like dirt nice and brown
How many times you smile but never frown
-Marvin Young

The Oak Tree
I'm a strong oak tree standing tall and proud
All the other trees around me are just part of the crowd
My branches will not wither
My trunk will not sway
I'm the mighty oak tree
I am stronger than they
When the lumber jacks come I'll begin to frown
Because I know that I'll be the first to be chopped down
-Jason Martar
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City Heights Elementary, Van Buren

Silence
Silence was made when
the wind blew through
the trees and man
tryed to do it sh sh sh
and he did that was
the way it is made
-Bobby Wise
I am a TV
I get pushed all about,
People stare at me,
People listen very careful to me,
Sometimes I talk all day .
People really pay attention to me .
I'm just a square.
- Todd Williams
I am a Wind
I blow through the trees
and through the wheat field
I make people cool off
I am sometimes gentle
but other times hard
I sound like a waterfall
You cannot see me.
Anon.
I am a Tree
I am a tree.
My arms stick all day
Birds make nest on me .
I can see everywhere.
In summer my leaves are green
In fall my leaves are yellow, orange, and red .
Kids make tree houses on me .
I get tired easy
Because I stand up all day .
I am thirsty when the sun is out .
I like it when it rains.
It tastes so good when I drink it .
-Keith Medlock
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Coal Hill High School

Poem
A man said:
my life was falling backwards
out of a swing
Another man said:
The most perilous moment in
my life was scaring my mother
from behind a door,
Another man said:
The most perilous moment in
my life was walking in the
dark,
And the last man said
The most perilous moment in
my life was tripping over
a rope and not knowing if I was ever
going to stop falling .
-Sharon North
In a Dark Alley
In the dark alley with me were
a few trash cans, ten drunks and a
black cat. All of a sudden a cat cries
sharply. Then a gun shot pierced the
air and then the wind blew. You
can smell the raw sewage of the city.
I was alone with ten drunks and
a black cat. Looking for a man that has
been killed. I will not go home
until I find him.
-Mich Hustt

Poem
A man, sitting behind his desk, thinking
about the economy, when suddenly
a person pops in with a camera and takes
his picture, which he wasn't expecting.
-Patti Sosebee
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Corning Central Elementary

The Cobra
The Cobra sounds like
air coming out of
a tire. Sliding through
the green grasses
I see him in anger as he
ses at me. he looks
like a four foot
rope with two
black eyes.
-Eric Reynolds

The Ostrich
the ostrich has long legs and
runs too fast.
it smells like an old feathered
pillow. and it looks like an
over grown chicken.
-J. R. Russom

Heavy Horses
Heavy horses
On a farm
Running around in circles and
Stop to
Eat some
Straw
-Tanya White
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Cotton Plant Elementary

SWIMMING
When I go swimming my oldest cousin
jumps in and then he swims all the
way across the Cash River.
He scares me to death.
The Cash River is as wide as a two lane
highway.
-Shelly Dixon

THE LIBRARY
It looks like any room
When you pass it in the hallway
Made of bricks
Made of iron and concrete
You can not tell it's magic
By the way it looks
But there's wonderment within it
The wonderment of books when
I opened a book I saw
The Black Stallion I felt
wonderful then I heard horses
and men riding trying to catch the
Black Stallion I smelled the
dust that the horse had them eat
-Marsha Scales
MY HOMETOWN COTTON PLANT
Quiet street
Dark street
Or maybe some
Beat up pumps
Or trash cans
Or motor parts
Maybe some trucks
Or blue race~ or
Insect at school
I love to be in
A store I love
I go in great parts
I love to visit
All of this makes
Up my hometown
Cotton Plant
-Rodger
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Crawfordsville Elementary

LET THE GIRL BE FREE
I heard an airplane at my window.
I heard the airplane say
"Want to take a ride?"
I hear the wind say "No."
I ran to the bathroom, and the airplane
was behind me.
Let the girl be free.
I
I
I
I
I

heard my toes tumble with fright.
heard the barn door shut.
hear the airplane say "Let me in."
heard the door open.
heard the airplane come in.
Let the girl be free.
Let the girl be free.
-Sharon Ford

!HEAR
I hear a door that's squeaking .
I hear a man speaking.
I hear a car leaking, antifreeze.
As I walked by, I heard someone say, hi,
When ~ you expecting to _&£ to Peking.
As I walk down
This alley down town,
I heard me say, when am l going to Peking?
-Anonymous
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Danville High School
Frankie
I see a line of trees winding along
the pasture
I see the banks of mud running along
its edge
I see a small stream flowing along
its chosen path
I see the snowflakes falling from the
cloudy sky.
I see a small boy shivering in the cold
I see him move his lips as if whining
I see him curl up as if to keep warm
I see him clearly he is Frankie.

Fear--looking in the mirror
early in the morning
-Missy Corbin

-Carroll Kemp
Untitled
A room crowded with a thousand beautiful
ebony pianos with a thousand children
learning how to play middle C
and a thousand metronomes ticking out
the constant beat.
-Beth Hunnicutt
Rachel
I remember Rachel laughing
as we rode our bikes down
the road.
I remember the big green leaves
blowing in the wind and
Rachel's long blond hair also
blowing.
I remember her new red bike.
I will always remember
Rachel even though she is
dead.

-J. D. W.

Anger is a bear growling because you've
invaded its cave and made it mad or
frightened it.
-Tommy Cooper
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Deer High School
Deer
The way you can tell you're in Deer
is the smell of the wind
the wind has a faint smell
of wintergreen.
It isn't from
the grass
The smell, it comes from
the store, where the old folks
and young people gather to
chew and smoke
where they tell old stories
of hunting and fishing, and
blow about days gone
by
-Scott Liggett
Pearls
It's as hard as the rock under
your feet though deeper and in water.
The soft whiteness of its
beauty excites the diver who
challenges the monster that
holds it and as he finally
releases the majestic piece he
sighs and says this is the last
time you will steal my own heart
-Claudina Taylor
Spear
I feel the leather as they tie
me to a wooden stick.
I smell the scent of man
who is to own me,
I feel his strong grip on my handle .
I go speeding through the air
I hear the scream of pain
as I kill the deer.
-Linda Curtis

Windows
Everyone knows I am there.
But they do not see me.
All my friends around and above
shake and rattle when the wind blows .
My life ends with a smack .
Then I reveal a hundred cracks.
-Anonymous
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Dell Elementary
Haunted House
A haunted house looks like the inside of the Earth.
A haunted house smell like a pot of snakes and cats.
A haunted house feels like a dead bat
hanging on the wall.
A haunted house sounds like the grave
silence of the night.
A haunted house tastes like a cake
with spiders and webs in it.
A haunted house is a place where ghosts and goblins
flap about.
-Rex Stabbs
A Porch
It's like a hard pond. It sounds
like big heavy footsteps. It looks like
a seesaw that is stuck. It smells
like a skunk letting off a little of his
perfume. It tastes like a big clump
of dirt. A porch is like a big block
but it's wood.
-Jennifer Jackson
In the Fifth Season
In the fifth season you see
Twelve moons in the air.
In the fifth season leaves
Fall to the ground and
Turn black and smell like
Strawberry jelly. In the
Fifth season ghosts dance
Out on the street and yell
Boo. In the fifth season
Bread tastes like dirt. In
the fifth season lemons
Smell like salt water. In
the fifth season books grow in
Your yard.
-Mylissa Rogers
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Des Arc High School
Runaway Truck
One spring morning a big truck dashed
through the solid lavender building
full of alligators. The truck blazed through
so fast it dried the morning frost off of the
grass and horrified everybody. The spontaneous
man driving was big and frisky. He said
he loved to run through hard lavender
buildings and he skillfully went out backwards.
-Keith Calhoun

The Alligator
A alligator loves lavender buildings
They will horrify you and you will dash backwards
to your truck. They are skillful and bite hard and chew
in big amounts. They are spontaneous and frisky to female alligators.
They swim in frosty water, and they will blaze you solid.
-Donald Marlan

Poem

The martian kissed the young lady mysteriously.
To her it was a very strangely and electrifyingly kiss .
The martian plays a guitar and has a house near the swamp.
He wears odd shoes.
He has a cone-head shaped head and likes to sleep a lot.
He is a very wicked person, some kisses are enlightening.
His shoes are pea green.
-Hope Stovall
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Desoto High School

Poem
Silence is the color of clear
afternoon sky.
It smells like fresh
mowed grass.
Silence tastes like a juicy watermelon
with salt.
Silence sounds like a vacuum cleaner
when it's stopped up.
It feels scratchy
like my worn teddy bear.
-Karen Cooke

The Old Man
Old and gray
he sit on the porch
not able to walk too good,
he had only one leg.
Not wanting to talk, not
wanting to listen,
but only wanting to rest.
They wanted his other leg, but he
wanted not to give it up.
After retiring to rest he stayed at rest.
-Prenton Iles

Poem
I'm soft and furry almost
like velvet. When my
engine starts it won't stop
until something scares me
or makes me mad. When I'm
mad I scream like
a mad woman in the
night.
-Fran Nolmes
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Elmdale Elementary, Springdale

The Place Beyond My Closet Door
The dancing mushrooms
The singing bees
Gold, silver, yellow, green
In the tall, glowing trees
I never once
Have seen such a place.
A place to have such
Beauty.
The place I saw had
Flowers dressed in pink gowns
And lace cobwebs
That blue spiders had sewn.
The further I went
The more beauty I saw.
The golden sand beneath my feet
Was not rough
And smelled kind of sweet.
I never went back.
I never again felt the floor.
I just stayed in the place
Beyond my closet door.
-Julie Mackey

Untitled

Untitled

Corn is
Ripe
At 3:00
In the Garden.

Will you start
On that line so
My foot won ' t be
Erased from the
New piece of paper .

-Anonymous

-Anonymous

Wolf's Dark Nights

'

Howling on a dark cold night
with the smell of the damp wind in
the air. And the sound of the night
woods and the prey comes quietly
across so not to be heard. but was
caught anyway.
-Teresa Butler
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Foreman High School
The Gravel Pits
Lights over a hilltop.
A door shuts quickly.
More lights and gravel
being thrown from
someone's tires.
Many more people arrive.
There is low talking at
first then there are shouted
"hello's" and other greetings.
Soon there is a big fire and
lots of cars. Loud music
and drinking.
Someone yells "Need more Firewood!"
Nobody moves.
There's fun and laughter,
But only for a little while.
Everybody had somewhere else to go.
The trees, gravel and a smouldering
fire are left and bored alone.
-Sheila Elhammon
Dream Cleaner
In my mind a blackish cyclone churns,
pushing the dark rubble of dead dreams
away. Then, my mind is clear
and begins to build again
as if the great, churning wind were dead.
-Jay Smith
The Gym
Always on the go;
Never time to rest;
Full speed or none at all,
Hustle, Hustle
But how much more,
The court gets longer
Your legs begin to get shorter
You crave
Water, Water . . .
But how much more.
-Mollie M. Brown
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Fordyce Middle School
My Face
It's like a tree
that's in a forest.
It's like a rose on
a rose bush
It's like anything
that's been everywhere.
For I could recognize it
a year in the future.
I could recognize it in a far away place
It means everything
to me.
It's my face.
-James Caldwell

The Rose at the Edge of Snow
The Rose I saw was so
red that it glowed,
It had stems that
were sticky as
thorns.
The petals were
bigger than usual.
It snowed on a
winter day.
Spring was the next day.
I'll never know
how weird it was
seeing a rose at
the edge of snow.
-Angela Dansley

Do You?
Do you see the dead snake
lying in the
middle of the road?
Do you smell the sweet
roses on the thorny
vine?
Do you hear the wind
blowing as a storm
soon arrives?
Do you taste the bitterness of a rotten day coming?
Do you touch little
animals to let them
know you're a friend?
Do you?
-Michelle Crook

Running for My Life
I go up town in my new
4-wheel drive.
It's late at night.
I turn left, giant spiders
chase me.
I turn right, overgrown mice
eat my tailgate.
I have 3 blocks left to my
house.
I shift to 4 gear and find
out termites are eating my
gear shift.
I have 2 blocks to go.
My chances of making it are
20 to 1.
Oh! No! There's a roadblock of
ants.
They're eating my wheels.
1 more block!
I'm going 83 miles per hour.
I can see my house.
I pull over in my garage.
I run into the house and
holler Raid help me!
-Maura Christie
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Garland High School

I Remember
I remember the time I
couldn't remember anything,
like how wonderful the sky looked,
and the smell of white shoe polish.
And how my cat would read aloud
when my bird would fly around
and tell her to clean the house.
The tastes of black burnt bread
with icing on it
These are all the things
I couldn't remember.
-Lateta Williams
Untitled
It was a sunny afternoon in mother's
tiny kitchen.
Mother was as tall as the refrigerator
She had chestnut brown hair, and eyes
like a blue ocean.
I remember the smell of stew boiling
It sounded like a muffled boy's bark.
The chunks of potatoes like squares of
cardboard.
And I felt like fluffy white clouds
as I ate it.
-Mary Hawkins
Untitled
I remember my grandmother,
as I stumble in from school,
ready to eat, smelling the sweet, sweet aroma,
of my grandmother and cornbread.
She would be setting on the porch
in her rocking chair, chewing and spitting
tobacco that smelled like sour dirt.
Grandma was wide as a refrigerator
and felt like velvet cotton.
Her cheeks were slick silk
Her eyes shined like the glittering fire
on a stove.
-Beverly Richardson
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The Basketball Player
He leaps
like birds from trees
during spring
as though he were swooping
toward his prey
at a graceful speed
His feet
like birds' wings
keeping him aloft
His eyes
focused on the basket
like a bird
targeted on his prey.
-David McRae

Genoa Central High School
Show Time
Fresh hay, sweetfeed and dust
drifting on a breeze,
Cows bellow--metal clanks in
the distance, music played too loud.
Washed and brushed, fresh cotton halter,
People watch the ring--Penny pulls her
head.
It's our turn.
-Kim Roberts

How You Can Tell For Sure You're in Genoa
The first thing you see is
Johnny Rayburn hitting dogs.
It smells like honeysuckle and ground glass.
A green refreshment stand at Pebble Beach.
Members only.
-lOth grade

Washing Dishes
My mom standing at the sink.
She's wearing a white shirt with a gold pin at the top,
black pants, and black shiny-shoes.
It smells like chicken broth, and, over by
the window, it smells like pink soap and outside air.
The rag she is using is checked. It is the
color of a peach, it has a little hole in it.
The dog is growling and I hear a bird.
She is almost finished now, and I'm still
sitting here watching her.
I see an aloe vera plant in the window
and a brown cow outside eating hay.
I'm still sitting here
but she's not there now.
-Kelly Yeatman
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Gentry Middle School
F lowers so black
L ean over the vase
0 pening there petals
W earing a heavy coat of red
E vening and night the colors are bright
R ound at the top
S traight at the bottom
-Theresa Mcatee
Poems For Horses
H
0
R
S
E
S

ay fell on his feet.
n the grass and
ound the yard.
ee how graceful his
yes are. He is so
ilky and elegant.
-Anonymous

F
I
R
E

laming blazes of red and orange.
ntroducing its self to marshmallows.
aging up to a perfect claw.
mptying its ashes into holes.
-Angila E.

my dream with its white head
walking out into the night
my dream will not eat
it sleeps
my dream wakes up to morning
-Chris Hardin
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Gillet Junior & Senior High
It is a pyramid that my ancestors made long ago.
It is a mountain that no man will ever attempt to climb.
The sides are too steep,
The heat is too hot,
And the mountain just sits there like the end of a knife.
-Tony Jones
My Own Planet

The Contortionist

My planet that I have tastes
like fog that has been over
many oceans. It smells like
an open field of fresh wet
jasmine flowers. It sounds
like wind blowing through
trees with animals talking
back to each other. My planet
looks like an open field without an end to it and black
clouds in a dark gray sky.
I feel like I'm all alone, but
still, I'm not. I have the other
person within myself.

She is in a shape with her toes
touching her head, feeling the soft
gentle breeze roll under her belly.
She is like a pretzel, all twisted
and confused, wondering where
she will end up in life.
She is many different shapes, feeling
the soft gentle breeze, maybe even
the hard cold wind freezing her in a
position that is there forever.
-Laura Gordon

-Betty Rutledge

Blue
My house is turning blue.
My yard is blue.
And my 3-wheeler and I were talking.
It said, "why, am I blue?" and I said,
"I don't know."
My bed is blue and won't let me sleep on it.
I haven't had sleep for days.
My whole house is blue.
-Stephanie
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Gosnell High School
Self-Portrait as a Brick
Smothered by concrete
on three sides.
Having people spit and
Write on me.
Being rubbed away
By the winds of time.
Echo of doors slamming
Rattling my foundations.
Watching people and things
Go by knowing you have to
Stay there.
-J. Griffin

Teardrop
At night the sound
of teardrop on my pillow
can for miles be heard.
-Henry McAllister
Poem
There is a still pond
In the middle of the country
that isn't traveled to.
-M. Eisworth

Defiance
"Stars are hot and you mustn't let them
burn you," she said.
"Yes, Mom. I won't touch them," I said,
Knowing I intended not only to shake
hands with the big dipper, but dance with
Orion and sing a thousand choruses of
"Twinkle Twinkle" with the seven sisters,
While Aurora Borealis kept time.
-Jennifer Miller
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Grace Hill Elementary

Poem
Hours sometimes days I spend
building them.
Each piece has to fit perfectly.
Every decal on the right spot
Then it looks so lifelike you
want to be on it.
Then your dreams are shattered
by the noise of the world.
-Charles Miller
My Shoes
My shoes remind me of two
puddles of water that were
made by rain clouds.
Or my shoes remind me of
two blue birds in the sky.
Or maybe even the bottoms look
like sand on a beach.
-Tony Undernehr
Quiet
Quiet smells like penguins on the run
Quiet feels like a rug in my hands
Quiet looks like patriots marching to war
Quiet tastes like a cube of sugar
Melting in the sun
-Billy Oxford

Poetry
smells like a rose
on a hill by itself
like a caterpillar in the grass
looks like a blue river
in a desert.
-Tannny O'Bryan
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Greene County Tech

Old Things
In a dark corner of a musty closet,
a pair of black wornout slosh boots lay.
A cedar chest holds a Christmas card
faded to pink, crinkled edges.
My grandmother's old brass bed creaks
upon hard glance.
A black and white photograph still holds
true an image,
but age has taken away the beauty.
-Nylea Harris
Untitled
It's eleven a.m.
a warm June third morning
lying on the grass
by Cooper's Pond,
images of the sun
filtering through the leaves
splashing posts
on the ground.
A squirrel chatters
overhead
then leaps
from
springboard
to shaky
springboard
Bluejays are screaming,
laughing,
and diving.
Beppo Spincast, fishing pole
bobbing in the breeze,
daydreams of monstrous
whiskered channel cats,
while catching no fish.
-David Prince
Old Memories
Trucks, love 'em all.
Friends, even more .
Along with a few other accesories,
They belong together.
It's hard to get into them,
Trucks and friends both.
Each can run you over.
-Tarmny Murray
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Green Forest High School
Escape
First brown, then gray,
And then bright green,
He fled into the trees.
From on his perch
Atop the tree,
The chameleon turned
And winked at me.
-Becky Pritchard
Yellow Jacket
Young little bees
Eating all the cars
Leaving just the tires
Liking all the rest.
Oh, how the people hate us
Wild and untamed.
Jabbering a chant of
An alien predator,
Capturing all the TransAms,
Knocking over semis.
Eternity is their destiny and
Tomorrow is their next meal.
-Earlene Rose

The Turtle
The turtle
Under the
Rock, wearing a
Tophat and cape
Likes to dance
Elegantly.
-Lisa Siebert

Poem
I
I
I
I
I

feel two cold tracks
see these tracks go on forever
can hear water trickling and birds singing
hear my friend call for help with a fish
see, far off, a train coming toward us .
-Pete Voshell
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Hartman High School

The Knight in Hartman
I took a monster out
for a dance. Everyone stared
and pretended to glance, at the
dance.
-Jason Acord
Cliff
Like a bottomless pit
so dark and cold.
But yet beautiful in the spring
when the green leaves wake from
a long winter sleep. And the
trees seem to crawl up the
mountain side.
-Deanna Westover

Rock Concert
The lights go down and the stadium
is plunged into a world of darkness. Then
colored lights and smoke pierce the darkness
and the crowd roars like thunder, then
the band runs on stage and s~ts
the crowd into a frenzy and the
music blasts through the walls of your
mind. Then finally the end comes, but
all too soon. As you leave with
the music still ringing in your ear
you will remember it for a long time.
-Lyna Hackney
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Holman Elementary

Turtle
If a turtle could
make a sound. It would
sound slow. Slow like
a record that's on the
lowest speed. Low like
an old man that is
snoring on a wet
day
-Mark Bueker
A Picture
In my house
On the kitchen wall
there is a picture
long and tall
Sometimes it stares at me
AS if I were something new to see
And touches me with soft silk hands
I look at it and say Good-bye
I'll see you tomorrow when I pass by.
-Lori Cox
The Old Man
The old man walked
down the streets and you will hear some
man said Click, Click, Click, and every
body wondered what was that and the
sound said Click, Click again and hear
a sh, sh, and Click, and loud the people
wondered the doctors came running
down the streets!! The doctor said that
is his heart not his throat it is going
Click, click, sh, sh, bump, bump, and no
body knows no body knows.
-Sonya Hill
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Jefferson Elementary, Fayetteville
Blue Jay
I see the sky all the time .
I go jeep, jeep, jeep .
What is a Owl Like?
I smell the fresh air and
I hear the breeze flowing and
I see the moon shining all night long.
I feel the cold breeze splashing the
tree.
-Cynthia Dawn Brooks
The Hail Box
My legs are cemented in the
ground and a small rock is hurting
my foot with a sharp edge,
and my face is being opened
every day by the mail man
in goes mail for my owner .
-Lloyd Waddell

Undersea
Beneath the waters
Green and cool
The mermaids keep
a swimming school.
-Cindy
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Kibler Elementary, Alma

Call your friends over eat them
Hi you yell
Enjoy everyone
Right and left grading one then another
Reaching for more
Yet there are no more just
Seeds
-Rod
Swans are swimming in a pond
Well enough to go to sleep
Away in the forest where there is
No one around
-Sheila W.
Mrs. Knesek's 4th grade group poem
Crowned with
A crest
Red as a
Dragon's breath
In a sweet gum tree his
Nest
Also high
Leans on the wind's breath.

horned little thing
open at the seams
rousting all about
never making any fuss
ever
you'll see the horney
toad when he
opens his
all around big mouth
dousing everything in sight
-Anonymous
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Kingsland High School

Boring like molasses
the smell
of trees, the sound of saws
cars burning
rubber not going anywhere
The main Highway
our school on the side
cars zooming
-Kevin Andrews
The gravel pit's all cold
Except for the fire.
Darkness.
Warriors stand in their leather jackets
like Shadows around the fire.
The air tastes
Damp, lights flash
Around as cars and trucks
Drive in and out the bumpy
Old log road.
-Cathy Crosby

The passengers boarded
the train . The conductor
yelled "Board . "
The soft, pale
little girl was lost. She
had no feeling, but I
could feel something
coming on strong. She
looked as if she were
dead. The steam rose
from the train. The little
girl chased ~e with a
butcher knife . As she
got closer I could
see the tears of blood .
-Michelle P .
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Lamar Elementary
Lamar
Listen to
All the quietness in the
Mountains
And the
Rivers.
-Chris Dougan
Lemon
If I were a lemon I would be in the
refrigerator all the time, I would stare
at all the other fruits and me and
the apple would have a little chat.
The orange is always stuck up
when I talk to him. It's very
cold in the refrigerator. People hardly
ever eat me. They always eat apples,
oranges, pears, grapes and so on.
I just sit around watching the other
fruits get eaten.
-Jami Heruska
Banana
I sit up on my branch,
I smell the sweet African wind,
swinging me back and forth.
I see men with long dangerous
looking poles.
I feel the pain of being pulled
off my branch.
I fall down off the tree
into a rough dry net.
I feel water running over my
dark yellow skin.
I feel the humility of being
of all my clothes.
I hear and feel heavy deadly breathing
I see huge treacherous jaws
coming towards me.
I try to scream but nothing
comes out.
-Bryan Warren
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Leverett Elementary, Fayetteville

It Was Just a Man
I used to be fine
And you used to be mine
Until you went to that party
and you were tardy getting home.
You told me that it was the van
but I know it was a man
I thought we were getting along
But I decided that was wrong
I used to be fine
And you used to be mine
-Kyle Harrison
Singing Too Much For a Grasshopper is a
Nightmare
"Mom, I can't sing
tonight, I sang all day-my wings are worn out and
won't grow back in 6 months."
-Ryan Brooks

Black is sad, a gloomy
day. Black can be anything
in any way.
Black is the night on
the Fourth of July. Then all
the fireworks light up the sky.
Black is a pirate flag.
Black is a witch's hat on an old
witch hag.
Black is a spaceship where
it goes to and from.
Black is a song, a kind of
hum.
-Ryan
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Lucelia Woods Elementary, Elaine

A yellow car is like a store with
big windows.
-Sharron Talley & Loretta Jackson

Mermaid
There was a mermaid.
Whenever she would sit in the sun,
she would shine like gold.
When she swam in the water,
she would turn silver.
The fish hated it when she sat
in the sun because the gold
hurt their eyes.
-Cynthia Wade

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed
dreamed

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

pig shooting a gun .
turtle trying to run.
dog making a bowl.
man full of moles .
whale telling a tale.
cow having a bake sale.
hog stuck on a door.
man kissing the floor.
mouse kissing his wife.
bug throwing a knife.
-John Smith
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Magazine Elementary

In the next pasture
where the dead deer lays
the boy watches patiently
and watches the other deers graze
down the road where my good friend lives
Up the hill where the lonely dogs live
down in the woods where the pretty
rabbits hop
up at the road where the lonely
dogs drink
chase the frogs
and swim
they see a deer off in
the far corner of the woods
then they sniff the air
and they smell a grizzly bear
they go off to their trick and play
then the night comes and you
can hear the coyote's
howling
And then is silence except
for the frog singing
-Albert Littleton

Storms
A tornado is a timeline
That flies throughout
the years
they hold the past and future
and bring the little tears
The little tears bring water
that make the rivers flow
But when the storm is over
it makes the fresh
air glow
it makes the glowing
water slowly drift
away as it goes
in to the ocean
it will
return another
day
-James Plemmons

The Pine Tree
Outside the house the pine trees look like
giants, like huge people.
There was one tree it looked like a king,
as if he had a staff,
ordering his knights to attack,
with his knights on a hill,
it looked like a castle,
but all he wants is to sleep in peace.
-Terry Ensey
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Mammoth Springs Elementary

Poem

An elderly man sitting in his
shack with a young neighbor boy.
A huge boulder is shadowing over many
small stones.
Poem
Silently it
Quakes
Under the sea
Intimidating everything in the
Deep.
-Remona Wrenfrow

Poem
Swimming gracefully
Waves gently following behind
Anxiously moving ever
Nearer to its young.
-Donnell Detrick
Acrostic Poem
Blind bird
!ttacks people
!hroughout the night
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Manila High School

The Tractor
Tractor sounds like rumbling thunder
Like the roaring before it rains
It pulls and tugs all two-hundred horses winding
From the exhaust the smoke rolls out up into the air
Like the smoke from a volcano just before it explodes.
When the day comes to an end the big massive machine
sits quietly
It reminds me of a lonely tree on a hill.
-Scott Towles
In the Spring
In the spring on a cool, bright morning
Dew sparkles in the grass like diamonds
Apple blossoms decorate the trees like confetti
Tulip blooms wave proudly like flags
And I've got a cold
-Faye Atkinson
Distorted Images
Distorted images like
a playground where the
schools have gigantic
black tractor tires.
You could sit in
the middle and slide
down and down into another world.
We control this
other world, but
how do we know that
people, bigger people
than we, don't look
down on us and
wish they could
slide down into our
safe little world.
Maybe they are looking
at us through the synthetic
plastic of our sky. I wonder
if the shadows of their faces
aren't the clouds we see every now
and then.
-Felicia Ashabranner
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Marked Tree High School
Frisbee in the Park

Elevator Ride

Frisbee in the park,
our love. The warm
and happy churning
that burns
when you smile.

Glowing green number
steadily changed. My stomach
felt like somebody had
taken a vacuum cleaner and
sucked out my insides.
I could see a ghost like
reflection staring back at
me through the metal
paneling. With a last
mighty lurch the contraption
came to a halt. My mother
took my small hand in hers
and stepped onto floor nineteen.

When I'm with you the
world is our doll house,
a universe to us as a
set of toys to a
three year old.
The children playing in the park
need not be ours. I sense
their wonderment about the
world as you sense mine
whenever
we're together.

Laurielle Maryano

Poem
-Dixon Chandler
There once was an old man
who would walk around
staring at the open space
wondering where he was.
He would ask people
but they teased him
and turned him away.
He asked for money for some
wine but still people would
turn him away. One day
somebody found him lying
against a stop sign cold as snow.
The color had dripped out
of his face.

Time

"Women," he says. His eyes are lidded,
half circles, closing slowly, like the eyes
of the Grandfather Clock on Captain Kangaroo.
His head sways,
attached to a watch chain.
"Closing time!" calls a voice, and he
reaches the threshold of maturity.
His head droops.
Becoming an adult, he
stands away from me, the other side
of the threshold, forgetting his giggle.
I remember
my pet frog, slingshot, and pocketful of
marbles. His are exhanged for suit and briefcase.
His eyes shut.
Open, a tear falls from mine.
-Dixon Chandler
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-Anonymous

Mountainburg Elementary
Poem
World of the Future 6083
World of flying things
Moon colonies and Saturn rings
Light speed motorcycles.
Copies of the human.
This is the world 6083
Everything is metal,
even the tree

Poem
The tiny turtle
tiptoed to
the tub top
-Gina Palmer

-Bradlee Birchfield
Swing
I wait for a child to come along.
Here comes one.
I start to go.
Up and back.
I stand outside.
I catch the rain, the wind,
The dark shadows.
I seep in the blackness
at night.
There goes my child.
I'm here all alone.
I shall sleep
while I seep in the blackness.

Power Line
I always seem to be electrocuted.
I always send electricity all over the
world.
I eat the dust that lands on me and the
bugs off the birds. I drink the milk
from the milky way. I look at
the stars and cars all day and night.
-Jeff Stapleton

-Misty Smith

Something
I can feel cool in the evening, like a tall glass of water
and sound frightning
through the pines. What am I?
-Brad Payton
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Murfreesboro Elementary and High School
The Creation of Stars

Shoes

A long time ago when
the great flood came. All the
people drown some went to heaven
and some did not. God decided
that the sky was too dark
So he said that the people that
went to heaven were so nice
that they could be stars, and
that way everybody on earth
could have something to look forward to.

High brown heels layered with
many layers like a cake.
Gray scaly toes like the skin of
a snake.
Black lines like many roads
leading nowhere.
Stitching that looks like
the tongues of a flame.
-Angela Wall

-Renee Cox
Crunch
I heard a crunch outside my door,
It sounded like a deer crunch a leaf or
an owl fly off of a limb or a pack of wolves
but all it was, was my little sister
bit into a potato chip.
-Billy Kuykendall

They Came and Took Me Away
They came and took me away
last Saturday. They were brown
and were somewhat related
to snakes but they had legs and
arms. They talk with strong
hisses. They took me under
ground, there was afurtress guarded
by snakes. They wanted to know
everything about humans so they
checked me and analyzed my speech.
Then I was at home by two
ordinary snakes that went in
a hole by the pond. I know I went there because
when I see snakes they hiss exactly the same.
-Nick Neisen
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Norman High School, Crosset

Sucrose, fructose, glucose, sugar
Welcome to the world of obesity!
Erotic Snickers grope from their box.
Exciting Bubblicious greets with pleasure
To the oversized land where everything goes.
Switch off Richard Simmons and indulge.
-Michael Oholende

The Graveyard
On a night of a hunter's horned moon
with blue fog hovering over tombstones
protruding from freshly turned dirt
like jagged teeth. A lightning-struck
oak swayed through the wind. A
rusty old cast iron fence creaked as
the wind passed through. The
wind howled like a wolf on the
prowl.
-Chris Phillips

Poem
Reminiscing about better times
Or two-stepping in a hanky tonk
Days are spent driving to the next show
Everywhere cattle and horses are loaded
Other rodeos will come and go.
-Cindy Brooks

Poem
Pale
And blank
Pleading for the alphabet or numbers
Eager to be useful
Retreats from crumpling when errors are made.
-Dianne Franklin
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Untitled Ac r ostic
Lightning
Hits homes
Is destructive
Starts fires
Kills
Electrifies
You.

~ite

-Anonymous

Poem
Crawling in blackness are
Animals that want
Nothing but death.
Craving to swallow you,
leaving
Evil to thrive on
Rotten organs.
-Krista Bennett

Oak Grove Elementary, Van Buren

Horses In The Rain
The main thing
is that horses do a lot of things in the rain.
They run for the barn.
They dash for their oats.
They trot with their glossy wet coats.
-Amy Willmon
A Crazy Bee
All I see is a crazy bee.
He loves me,
so all I see is a crazy bee.
He lives in a tree.
I feel him chasing me.
Then I hear him saying he loves me,
crazy bee.
And I taste the letter Z.
-Penny

If and When
If I was a train,
I could go down the track
and I could sound like this
choo-choooo-ding-dong-with a beep-beep down the track.
If I was a steamboat,
I could go down the Mississippi River
and I could . . .
whoo-whooo-toot-toot-sail-sail down the river.
I grow up, I want to be a skydiver,
and I can soar and swirl
down
through the sky.
-Robert Brand
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Ole Main High School, Little Rock
Rainbows:
Homework:
Diary:
Toilet:

Slides of the celestial types. - Lynne Landis

Something designed to crowd out your social life. - Karen Upson

A good way to have all your private thoughts published. - Leigh Riffee
Something invented so your bathroom accessories can fall in.
-Nikki Fitz-Randolph

Untitled
Race my bed to school
Put on my Pop Tart
Brush my face
Wake up my teeth
Comb my clothes
Eat my hair
-Alisha Matchett
Poem
Little Bo lost her sheep
and thought they might be roaming.
But they hadn't fled
They had all dropped dead
From nerve gas in Wyoming.
-Terry Tedford

Death of a Grandparent
The world had ended.
The sky had fallen into peices.
My daddy cried and then
put the sky back again.
-Angie Evans
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Osceola High School
Poem
The day is hot
and the grass becomes heated blades of warm dripping blood
The horse in the corral let his spirit run about free.
The shadow of the tree dances motionless with the wind
My feelings, fluttering, fly away to the south
My heart stops beating when the sky flips the switch off.
Lights come on and break the wall of darkness
The night leaves its black overcoat behind.
-Walter Taylor III
The Tracks
Big Al jumps aboard his train,
Headed down the track of life.
He hears the whistle blow as he rounds
The bend of teenage enjoyment.
As he grows old he makes the turn for home,
His final trip is made and no longer will he ride,
The precious train of life.
-Steve Brothers
Going Fishing
Sam J. sat on the edge of the brackish water hole
pulling on green rubber boots
The sun burned without mercy on his bare skin
he smiled
He had escaped the warden
better known as the Algebra teacher
Suddenly there was a silver flash
in the stagnant water
A fish!
He tumbled forward
groping
grabbing
sputtering
he hauled himself from the water,
fell heavily on the bank
5 minutes he trudged miserably
home sloshingin wet sloshing boots.
-Danny Williams
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Ozark High School
Poem
I go to my bedroom. I turn on the radio
and let the sound of music flow through my head.
In my bedroom there are posters on the wall,
a hole in my window--it's not too big and not small,
about the size of a dime. It lets the sunlight fall
on the floor.
-Billy Conley
How to Paint an Abstraction
First take down the sun, rub gently
with the ocean upon the sand to
get the base ·colors. Then to form
the roughness and texture and bleak
outlines, you should take the smog,
the dirt and the starving stomachs
of little children and paste them in
the area marked in blue. To form
an abstraction of the city; take
three drunks, two pushers and four
bags of garbage. Sift them through the
gutter. Grind and burn them in a street
corner trash can for three hours.
Then add oil from the ocean and green
slimy bloated fish from the sea. Smear
contents onto surface modestly, regarding
no one that may be watching . Paint
honestly and the world will soon
emerge.
-Becky Brewer
Silence
Silence is like a picture on
the wall.
It's always there but sometimes
no one seems to notice.
-Paul Z.
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Parker's Chapel High School
Distraction

Fridays

A tiny black fly
A monster of a fly
Dodging, winding, buzzing by
Destroying my thoughts as I
Write this poem
He has left but he will
Be back
He is a consistent cough in
A book filled room

Fridays are like a bicycle rolling
down a big hill, fast and fun
Fridays are like Hunts Ketchup
anticipation, through the whole week.
Fridays are like a butterfly
flying in an open field, free and
easy.
-Geri Lynn

-Jake Deeds
Eating Lunch in Parker's Chapel
In Parker's Chapel the vegetables erupt with color
the man-made cows moon at the teeth of the eater
the cold air blows rapidly as the thought of death passes
the workers stand erect as an undertaker waiting for the dead
-Lloyd Raney
The Car of Love
Speeding down the lonely, wet interstate
out of control. Here it comes.
The driver is asleep at the wheel.
unaware of the danger slippin up
on him.
He is awakened by the heartbreak of
the policeman chasing him.
His mouth drops open in fright as
he realizes what's happening to him.
He applies the brakes, trying to
regain control.
He tries his best to stop before
it's too late.
Brakes lock but the car of love
slides forward on the wet pavement.
Heartbeats quicken. . . quicken, quicken.
Stopped at last
control again
loneliness
-Randy Holder
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Pea Ridge High School

My Boots
Soft suede leather very dull looking
like fog on a window. The soles are thick like
a sandwich with a tall riding heel. A horseman's
kind of shoes. They have seen the world looking upward
all the time.
-Noble Tyler

12 Fotographs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

this is us driving to California
this is us being followed by the Hells Angels
this is us with a blown up radiator
this is mom chewing out dad because of the radiator
this is us driving off to a gas station
and leaving mom and dad behind
6. this is us in California
7. this is us roaring to the bathroom at
the rest area
8. this is us feeding squirrels
9. this is us roaring to the hospital after
being bit by a squirrel
10. this is us on the way back
11. this is us following Hells Angels
12. this is us relaxing at home
-Stuart Goff

Before You Love
Before you love
Try and sing without words.
Learn to live without a heart.
Try to fly like the birds.
Before you ,love,
Learn to paint without a brush.
Try to read with blank pages.
Learn to run without rush.
-Audrey Krueger
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Piggott Middle School

My Cow
I had a cow that gives such milk
so I dressed it in the finest silk
and fed it the finest hay
and milked it twenty times a day
-Charles Toornes
Poem
I have a watch that is a piece of junk.
I found in the dump.
I stuck it in the trunk.
When I got home I threw it
away.
-Rex J.

My Plant
I watch you grow
day by day.
Although you know
of my every way.
You're always there
basking in the sun.
You feel the warmth of my care
and watch me through the glass as I run.
I water you
and give you the sunlight.
I feel so blue
so make it right.
-Kelly W.
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Pocahontas Middle School

The
1
2
3
4

\~orld'

s Biggest Dog

It's 7 feet tall
Always stands on its back legs.
It wants to be shorter.
It wants to be loved.

The Doll
The doll in my head is not a very
pretty doll. It has no life, but still
it is living. It has no hair, no eyes.
-Shannon Carter

-Kelly Brakebill
Plant Entrance
One day I saw a
peculiar sight
It was almost a fright
my rosebush walked
into the house
went to the sink
got a cup which was pink
and got a glass of water
went back out in a totter
and rejoined its roots.
-Kristie Dismong

The Spider
Slowly it climbed up the slope.
He was so black against the background of pink.
Quietly ever so quietly it continues across the four inch expansion
Next up it went into the tosseled black thicket.
He made his way finally to the top
From the top of the boy's head he could see farther than ever before.
-Stephanie Pemberton
The Thirst
The black man in the silk black pants
with his white silk Members Only jacket is looking for music
He has searched all over
He is very thirsty for music
You can tell he is drained to boredness
Someday he will get his drink of music.
-Dusty Hunt
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Pottsville High School
Space
In space
no air
could not breathe
had an air vent
no gravity
could not stand
dark as night
could not see
no beginning and no end
all gases'
stars are red
stars are glasses
-Allen Ridgley

Poem
The car goes down the dark
road as the hum of the motor
sings to the night like a ship in the
harbor blowing. The horn, the head lights
look like fire. The cats flew away from the beast as
it runs down the street.
-Tormny

Pen
People think of me
as nothing. I'm just
something that spreads
ink on paper.
People have no respect
for me. I'm dropped
and stomped on by vandels.
I'm stuck in packages
and then I'm thrown away.
-Roger Kendrik
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Price Elementary, Crossett
My Land
fishing
money mushine
hot
warm water
pineapple tree
elephants protect you
swimming allday
-Clifford
Poem
I never want to be in my pap's old barn
at night because there are bats and they
swoop down and scare you and sometimes
they hide and make noise and sometimes
snakes get in there and sometimes his
chickens get in there and
sometimes screech owls get in there and
screech all night long and another place
I never want to be is in the toilet.
-Jeff King
If Teeth Were Carrots
You couldn't talk or eat very
well. Your carrots would curl
and grow long roots to where
you would have a beard. And
green chutes sticking out of
your mouth. And feed teeth
to horses.
-Kevin Cosby
If Worms Were Dogs
If worms were dogs you would have
a hard time buying a collar so small. And
you could hardly name it Rover. And
since they have no ears you could yell
"Here Rover!" and it would never ever come
to you. I would also never ever want to
see another dog in my life!!! And then you
have a hunting worm. You would also bait
your fishing hooks with dog. You would say
"Let's go dig up some dogs."
-Stephenie Doss
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Ramay Jr. High School, Fayetteville
Ice:

Penguin tears. - Bryan Osburn

I devour cactus when I have
an itch in my throat.
-Gwynne Hirsch

It has wings that don't flap,
A large shell on its back.
Has different colors - blue in fact.
Makes a loud noise to one place and back.
(war plane)
-Ricky Howell
This object is yellow inside
with a white blanket around it.
It is opened by a direct hit
to the side.
(egg)
-Paul Mathias
This object is a wide street
With a group of people marching along it
In seven rows.
In front of them, their leaders who are
a lot taller are marching, too.
(calendar)
-Dina Schein
Black
Pittsburgh Pirates, Penguins
Steelers, tux, Z28
Oil, tar on a roof
My grandad's dogs
Black angus cows.
-Brent Schulte

Poem
I devour pizza
I devour paper
I devour milk cartons
I devour cows legs
I devour elephant noses
I am a tornado .
-Charlie Glenn

Poem
I close over the mouth of my cave
I bring a new moistur~ to the surface
Without me you can become very uncomfortable .
I exist only at the wink of an eye.
(eyelid)
-Stacie Cassat
School:
Bathroom:

A lef tover from the Inquisition. - Steve Jenkins
A place for the family to congregate at 7:15 in the morning.
-Steve Jenkins
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Rison Elementary
I am a Bird
I'm a bird flying high.
I smell an apple grove down
below.
I see an old lady picking
a dandylion .
I ' m floating in the clouds .
Each cloud is soft and
delicate like the lovely breeze
that I feel up here .
I feel the warm sun on my
back.
Like a fireplace in the winter .
I am a bird!
A golden parakeet .

Poem
Stay still
Till you see an
Arrow fly through the
Clouds and then
You may go.
-Stacy

-Carla Lockhart
I am a Tree
I feel a squirrel climbing up me
and I see the blue skies . The big raccoon
is climbing me and it tickles. I am
cold when the river comes up and the
fish swim inside me . I love the sweet
grass.
-Brian Bell
Poem
I'm a swing that children like to play on.
I like to see their happy faces as they
go higher and higher on me.
I like to hear their gay laughter.
I like it as they go faster and faster
and higher and higher and then squeal
as they come to a stop .
-Anthony Wright
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Root Elementary, Fayetteville
The Panther
Poem

The panther goes thru the night to
watch the moon fill up with light.
A man sees some black skin and
hugs the panther below the chin.
The panther hugs the man back
and goes into the dark black.

The swings in the park
They are so lonely looking
Until you play there.

-Amy B.

-Niell Du Val
Earmuff Fiction
I'm in China and I am in the jungle and I am
riding a Panda and he goes so fast I fall on his fur
and I meet some men who are looking at a bear.

Poem
I am something blue
I live on a door.
I eat dried meat loaf.
I love the month December
I am a normal thing
Bananas get put on me.
I have signed a lot of
autographs. I am great at golf.
I am airborne.
I play the banjo.
I've been to the beach.
I'm as big as the Empire
State building. I have lots
of hair. I have no teeth.
I look like a whale.
I drink gallons of gas.
I hate cold mush.
-Ann R.
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Sloan-Hendrix Elementary,Imboden

Coats
People put us on when
they get through with
us they drop us on the
ground get us all dirty
sometimes they wad us
up and sometimes they
hang us up but very little
they do that they don't know
what it feels like and they
don 't care either!

A Cloud
I'm just like a big pillow
in the air
always getting wet when it rains
airplanes go through me, never stop
and think how it might feel

-Lisa Morris

The wind is always blowing me
around
Have you ever stopped and thought
if I was scared of thunder; well, I am
Just think about a cloud
would you like to be me?
-Shannon Duncan

American Flag
The beautiful flag . All it
does is lie folded neatly
or hung on a cold steel pole.
With the wind tearing it
to the ground .
Or it might be
hung in a war with bullet
holes and dirty spots.
All it can do is hang, hang.
But think how respected
and looked up to it may
be it gets to wear a
wonderful gold eagle as a
crown . And all it has to
do is hang like a coat
on a hanger.
-Scott Smith
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Stuttgart Junior High School
Creek

Four-Leaf Clover

It is still in the darkness.
It has a touch of glamour
In the midnight light. It
awakes with a flow which
sometimes is very rapid.
It calms at sunset
to end the day.

I have four
I look like
People look
Most of the

leaves and a stem
a green windmill
for me in grass
time they don't get lucky
-Scott Lawrence

-Kim Inman

The Moon
When all light is gone ,
It glows like a white marble in the sun
Outshining its smaller friends,
the stars . By dawn, like a white pitted orange .
-Eddie Butler
Chairs
Creaking
Its back
it cries
its legs

with burden
strained,
out of relief,
unable to carry it from its troubles
-Chris Polbabbi

Clock's Hands
We move slowly, surely, never stopping.
Seen by all, but rarely touched.
We are imprisoned, never to leave.
Held tight and handcuffed by one lone screw.
And all those eyes, just looking, looking.
We are no sight to see so why do they look.
Adn then our friend is wound up tight.
The only other thing we know now-Pop! He falls to the ground.
We are alone - me and my larger twin.
-Patricia Holeman
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T.G. Smith Elementary, Springdale

Loneliness
When I taste it, it tastes like a lemon.
You should chew it slow and
easy. So it won't hit you in the
eye with a squirt of lemon.

Very very sour.

-Stacey Vinson
Loneliness
When I taste it, it tastes very
bitter. It makes you pucker up.
You sorta want a kiss to take
away the loneliness. You want
to just chew it so fast so you would
take the sorrows away.
- Tamara Vancleave

Poem
My dream was square
It was gray and drab
between alleys
My dream with its solid
brown gound and white
bird with a sudden rainbow to
cheer things up.
-Stephanie Mcintosh
Poem
Today is all yellow with butterflies
The houses stare from all around
Birds are talking to the wind
The leaves whisper their tales
A parade shouts as it goes by
Blossoms cling to the vines
-Frances
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Trumann High School
The Man and His Whale
We rode a boat and jumped a whale.
And one old cold man ran quickly
through his dream of smoke.
Dogs appeared in his dream and twisted
his short wonderful purple slick
shoes into a stream of glass.
-William Stevens
A boat ride
As the boat jumped quickly over the furry
sunset. You would think of a slick wonderfully
doberman sprinting directly, but carefully into
a cold glass of tremendous dreams, which twist
constantly like a reasonably short swinging
old whale just about to die
-Barbara Rieathbaum
The Race Horse
Beating the ground as he runs
Leaving tracks behind
After his days work is done
Zig-Zagging through the pines
Eager to win the race
Running with a graceful pace
-Ronnie Dye
A Weird Dream
Once I had a dream that I reasonably think was short.
It began with an old doberman quickly, smoking a
cigarette while sprinting directly at the purple sunset.
Originally, it started with a furry whale carefully jumping
over a stick and cold boat while constantly twisting over.
His dream was that tomorrow, he could swing wonderfully
fast
around the cold glass before he was to die.
-Sherri Richey
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Tuckerman High School
Poem
Out in the monster looking tree
We listen for its screeching voice in darkness
Like a mouse it sits and waits
-Rhonda Bowen

Poem
The
the
the
the
the

brown muddy water of the watering hole
fawn colored calfs calling to one another
sweat as it rolls off the lazy animals
bittersweet juices of tall weeds
innocence of their trusting brown eyes
-Ronda Tryon

Group Poem
Suppose that cow were a car.
He'll drink from a gas pump,
munch the highway to get
good grass mileage.
He honks across the green pasture.
Instead of 100 he goes 10.
Mechanics milk him for breakfast.
You have to crank his tail
to get him going.
-9th Grade Class
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Valley Springs High School
Traffic Jam
It tasted like hard steel preserves
sandwiched between the Hot July sun and
the sultry asphalt
-Tom W.
Traffic Jam
A traffic jam is like the stars
come butting together. Just
one line of stars is formed
while the others drift along
on their lonely way.
-Paul Smith
I Cool
I de baddest.
I talk and de air bends to hear.
De shadows move when I cum through.
I de baddest.
I swift.
I hurt dem peoples 'fore they hurt me.
Don't nobody mess wit me.
I swift.
I am de coolest.
I dance wit de Death Man.
De Death Man don't know no cool.
Cause I de coolest.
-Tammy Marshall
Rules for the Modern Fool
Mr. Snake said to me
"You need help, I can see."
"Let me say five things to you"
"Rules for the Modern Fool"
One: never move your feet while
slipping off a log
Two: always take your shoes
off while standing by a hog
Three: never take a bath
Four: always try to laugh
Half of Ten: never say no
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-Dan Westcott

Van Buren Middle School
The Cobra of Silver
The long silver cobra
amidst the dreary jungle
sneaking creeping around
big black trees. He waits,
He waits, for someone
far or near and then
creeps up on them and
stares a silver white sneer.
The cobra of silver is
just a myth unless
you're afraid that he'll steal your life.
-Jon Mayville
The Camel Who Lay on the President
The camel was made of poles for legs,
Leaves for his body, and
A watermelon for his hump.
He had the color of the flag,
And he lived in the middle of Lake Ontario.
He said he was going to run for president.
He didn't get elected, so he joined the Army
To fly a tank, but all those jobs were closed to him.
So, he ran for president.
He didn't get elected, so he joined the Navy
To fly a ship. But the job wasn't open to him.
So he got mad, and he sat on the President.
-Chris Elkin
Bruce, The Silver and Gold Moose
Bruce, the silver and gold moose went to the North Pole
To see his friend, the Loose Ice Goose.
On the way there, he saw a coal hare whose name was Clare.
They became friends. They played in a field of SunFlowers
And found Sand-dollars.
Then Bruce said to Clare, I am truly sorry, but I must leave here.
So, Bruce went on his way again, but out of nowhere
Came the coal hare, Clare.
Clare said, "Oh Bruce you poor moose, you shouldn't go alone,
Can I come?"
Bruce said, "Come along. I am sure my friend the Loose Ice Goose
Won't care.
-Alisa Gordon
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Waldron High School
Poem
The feel of red is like a big black
bull charging to put its horns through you.
-Tommy Lynn Ellis
The Barn
The barn is old and raggedy shaped
just like the huge, round bails of
hay that are stacked high inside
the barn.
The barn is slowly losing its color
because of the hard rain that falls
heavily on the side of the barn.
The barn sometimes looks so
quiet and lonely, just like a lonely
widow sitting in her quiet home.
The barn is a good thinking place to
help me solve hard and unsolvable
problems.
-Stacey Threatt
The Highway
I am long and black
People drive over me all day
Sometimes I get holes in my body
Without me they would be lost
They abuse me by driving too fast
But then I change my shape
And they crash.
-Derrel French
The End
I feel the breeze stir the dirt around my feet
as a space shuttle roars by.
I feel the burning sun on my helmet.
I feel my friend touch my hand and
point to the abandoned town.
I feel the remains of a human body.
I feel pain in my heart.
I feel the rush of blood to my head.
I feel dizzy.
I feel the earth shake.
I feel myself being dragged to my shuttle.
I feel the violent lurch as we take off.
I feel the force of the blast as the
earth's remains crumble and crash behind us
leaving nothing but dust and ashes.
-Leigh Ann Tippit
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Walnut Ridge High School
Rules for Sleeping on the Point of Your Pencil Lead
First roll up into a ball then
roll through the nearest mud
puddle so that you shrink
next tie a string around the pencil
and tie it to a chair so it
will not fall over during the
night then tie another string around
you so that you won't unroll then very
slowly climb the pencil with your
fingernails, but be careful so that
you don't slip, then ease yourself
on to the lead. Good night.
-Monica Cook
Song
Feelin
Feelin
got no
to get

lonely
down
way
around

Push to talk
with her all day
but she always says
"Hey, back away"
She goes around
doin "the stray cat strut"
turnin us into
a mangy mutt
Ex-Farmer
From the Holder place to
Running Water 3
From Smithfield to the
county, line
Charles ' s land ran from miles
around
farmer of the year for ten years
in a row
no one called him charles they
just called him old pro
and his ripe old age there is
nothing to do
He now sits at the John Deer Place
and drinks Mountain Dew .
-Jennifer Taylor

We say "who cares"
"I sure don't"
but the words we speak
hang as a sour note
Feelin lonely
Feelin down
Ring of Depression
you're self crowned.
-David Corbett
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Washington Elementary (Upper grades), Fayetteville
Untitled
I am a piece of paper.
I see pretty pictures.
I hear scribbling all over me.
I smell lead over my nose.
I taste pencil and eraser.
I feel a pencil tickling me and running through my hair.
Why do I feel, hear, see, smell, and taste these things?
Because a poet is writing a poem.
-Ericka Cruse
Untitled
Eat in
Africa and
Run fast
Tonight and your
Hair grows long
With water
Or with orange juice and
Remember it
Maybe for the rest of life.
-Megan Chapman
Horses
Friendly horses
Run in the wind
Inside the barn
Near the trough
Getting a drink
Each horse stood up straight.
-Jenny Morgan
Untitled
So .....
Umbrellas are
Supposed
To help
Everyone keep
Nagging rain from
A body but I'm a
No one so nagging rain
Creeps up
Every no one like me drip drop.
-Melanie Fonville
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Washington Elementary (lower grades), Fayetteville
The Cloud People
Cloud people eat chocolate and vanilla pudding,
And for dessert, they have strawberry ice cream.
They wear shoes made of storm clouds.
When they stomp, that ' s the thunder.
When they kick, that ' s the lightning.
They have blue cloud hair.
They say, "I wonder what it ' s going to be like today."
They go to air school .
They play cloud football .
They throw sunbeams after school.
They swim in the rain .
They play float games.
Their cars have sunbeams for headlights
And stars for taillights .
At night, they put on moon-leather pajamas,
And brush their teeth with moonbeams and comet paste.
They sleep in moon craters .
-Mrs. Simpson's Second Grade Class
Untitled
Poetry
Poetry
Poetry
POetry
Poetry

tastes like Tropical Punch.
smells like a Beautiful Flower.
feels like a Piece of Ice.
looks like a Mirror.
sounds like Leaves rustling in the grass.
-Anna Brotherton
Untitled
I am the fast red bicycle.
I sleep in the garage.
I live and play on the
sidewalk. I like kids to
ride on me. I am
a happy ten speed. I eat air.
-Eric Kline

With My Third Eye
With my third eye,
I see germs.
I see my home at dark.
I see Jesus.
I see the sun in space .
I see red and black.
I see a blackbird looking for food.
I see a piece of the earth.
-Mr . Chaveriat's Second Grade Class
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West Elementary, Osceola
Strange Things
I dreamed Pac-Man chomped me.
I dreamed curls came popping out of the clock.
I dreamed Garamel shot me in my finger with a soda pop top.
L dreamed I found a medicine bottle full of Tigers dancing around.
I dreamed Big fat Albert came down the street bouncing his belly to the ground.
I dreamed a Werewolf chomped my pants off and I ran home with it chasing me.
-Anonymous
Mississippi Carnival
I rode the Bullet
I rode the Bullet toA.G.'s
I rode the Bullet out of town
I rode the blue Bullet
I rode the blue Bullet to Mississippi
I rode the blue Bullet across the Osceola bridge
You'll go down there and you'll go under
and you'll come back out
and you'll be upside down
I didn't get wet
I stopped
I opened the door.
-Anonymous

I'm the Tree
I'm the tree that used
the first gas station.
I'm the tree that carried
the first cow. I'm the tree
that sat on an egg. I'm the tree
that wore the first pair of pants.
I'm the tree that talked to the
clock.
-Mary Thrasher
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Western Grove High School
The chalk rolling sounded like a miniature train going on a track.
-Clark
At the Local Shopping Center
Once or twice a week, I go to the local shopping center and sit
and watch all the old men spit chewing tobacco on the cement
pavement next to the highway.
-Mark Spider

Poem
Around 5:00 on a Friday night
I like sitting in my living room,
in my brown wicker chair
that sits by my Sony
color TV, which has a Nikon
camera sitting on it, and
wait for my American made
boyfriend to come
and pick me up.
-Margaret Bailey (Pseudonym)
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